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Abstract 
This Southern Scholars research project developed requirements for keyboarding instruc-
tion software to be used in the elementary classroom. The project was undertaken on the 
premise that the teachers in the Georgia-Cumberland Conference1 are not satisfied with any 
currently existing keyboarding instruction software, and that software better suited to the 
classroom could be designed. Methods used to gather data included: a literature review on 
keyboarding instruction methods, a summary review of existing keyboarding software inter-
views with teachers and school staff, and a survey of elementary teachers to evaluate their 
current situation and identify the software features they consider most important. These 
data were used to produce formal requirements documentation to aid in the development of 
new software or to evaluate existing software. Findings rc':caled that schools using ??????????
\Vindows ha'.'e a number of quality keyboarding programs to choose from, while schools us-
ing LimlX have extremely few. Recommendations were made for the development of a new 
product and for further research of instruction methodology. 
Introduction 
Keyboarding is one of the primary means of interacting with computers, and in an age 
when computers are an integral part of human life, it is an essential survival skill. Thus, 
the building of keyboarding technique and proficiency is an indispensable part of the school 
curriculum, and in recent years, has shifted from high school to the elementary school class-
room. 
In the classroom, it is possible for computer-assisted instruction to provide a number 
of advantages over traditional typing book instruction. Keyboarding software can provide 
immediate feedback to the student, automatically diagnose problem areas, offer games to 
motivate the student, adapt easily to an individual's prior ability and pace, and provide the 
teacher with accurate assessments. 
The Georgia-Cumberland Conference1 does not currently have a recommended keyboard-
ing curriculum for its elementary schools, and teachers at each school have been left with 
the responsibility to choose materials and establish assessment standards. J\Iost of the key-
boarding programs they use are poorly suited to the classroom setting, and do not provide 
adequate centralized assessment and control. In addition, many of the schools are quite small 
and operate on YPry restrictive budgets. A number of them ha,-e switched from running Mi-
crosoft Windows to some form of Linux, and more are expected to transition in the near 
future. Hov:eYer, teachers have experienced difficulty finding quality keyboarding software 
that runs on Linux. 
If designed carefully, software that meets the nPeds of the Conference should also meet 
the need of schools worldwide. It is reasonable to assume that public and private schools in 
developing countries an<l small schools everyw·here share the need for low-cost, cross-platform 
1Southern Adventist University lies within the Georgia-Cumberland Conference of Seventh-day Adven-
tists, which oversees more than 50 elementary and high schools. The University's School of Computing and 
the Conference are actively seeking to establish a productive collaboration for the exchange of technology 
expertise and the deYelopment of valuable student experience. 
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keyboarding software that is specifically adapted to the elementary classroom. To allow the 
academic and open-source community the freedom to make ongoing improvements and to 
benefit the many schools that cannot afford proprietary software, the software should be 
licensed as free, open-source software. 
Gh·en the ubiquity of computers and hence the critical m·ed for typing skills, the complex-
ity of t he multi-grade classroom environment found in many Conference elementary schools 
and the lack of high-quality, cross-platform keyboarding instruction software, it is clear that 
a very specific solution must be developed. However, as well-known software engineer Fred 
Brooks stated, "The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely 
what to build. No other part of the work so cripples the resulting system if done wrong. No 
other part is more difficult to rectify later'' [1]. Thus, an in-depth requirements elicitation 
was undertaken. The objectives of this step were to determine the goals of keyboarding soft-
ware as defined by teachers and education experts and to understand the "Tar the software 
will actually be used in the classroom. It is possible that an existing program may be chosen 
after further review. HoweYer, though there are dozens of typing tutor programs available, 
most are incomplete solutions, and it is likely that a new product will be required. 
Literature Review 
The purpose of the literature review was to identify research studies that tested keyboard-
ing instruction methodologies and made recommendations that could be implemented in 
software. However, recent research on the topic is virtually nonexistent. 
Only a handful of research studies conducted since 2000 were found, and only one was 
relevant to keyboarding software requirements. The study involved 100 subjects and com-
pared software with games and without, with and without hand covers. It concluded that 
students learned best while using hand covers together with software that uses games for 
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keyboarding software that is specifically adapted to the elementary classroom. To allow the 
academic and open-source community the freedom to make ongoing improvements and to 
benefit the many schools that cannot afford proprietary software, the software should be 
licensed as free, open-source. software. 
Given the ubiquity of computers and hence the critical need for typing skills, the complex-
ity of the multi-grade classroom environment found in many Conference elementary schools 
and the lack of high-quality, cross-platform keyboarding instruction software, it is clear that 
a very specific solution must be developed. However, as well-known software engineer Fred 
Brooks stated, "The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely 
what to build. No other part of the work so cripples the resulting system if done wrong. No 
other part is more difficult to rectify later" [1]. Thus, an in-depth requirements elicitation 
was undertaken. The objectives of this step were to determine the goals of keyboarding soft-
ware as defined by teachers and education experts and to understand the way the software 
will actually be used in the classroom. It is possible that an existing program may be chosen 
after further review. However, though there are dozens of typing tutor programs available, 
most are incomplete solutions, and it is likely that a new product ·will be required. 
Literature Review 
The purpose of the literature review was to identify research studies that tested keyboard-
ing instruction methodologies and made recommendations that could be implemented in 
software. However, recent research on the topic is virtually nonexistent. 
Only a handful of research studies conducted since 2000 were found, and only one was 
relevant to keyboarding software requirements. The study involved 100 subjects and com-
pared software with games and without, with and without hand covers. It concluded that 
students learned best while using hand covers together with software that uses games for 
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motivation [2]. However, games without hand covers or hand covers without games did not 
improve learning. More research would be needed to draw any definite conclusions. 
The Business Education Index [3] was used to search for studies between 1987 and 2000. 
Directly applicable research was found to be very scarce. Somewhat relevant findings in-
cluded: 
• Self-directed, computer-assisted keyboarding instruction is at least as effective as teacher-
directed instruction [4-9]. 
• Keyboarding skill and language arts skills are positively correlated [10-12]. 
Other topics included the establishment of speed and accuracy standards for postsecondary 
students [13], computer vs. typewriter-based instruction, and the opinions of teachers or 
professionals on the importance of keyboarding. 
While there is little recent research on instructional methods, a large number of the 
articles and studies reviewed cited Acquisition of Typewriting Skills (1983) by Leonard J. 
West and Teaching Keyboarding/Typewriting (1984) by Gary N. McLean, a student of \Vest 
[14, 15]. \\'est's book is based on scores of studies conducted between 1920 and 1980. Both 
West and McLean list a large number of very practical guidelines for keyboarding instruction, 
and 1\.lcLean lists 25 criteria for evaluating keyboarding software. These guidelines and 
criteria were incorporated into the requirements document for this project. 
As noted by West, much instructional methodology in practice is based on lore and myth 
rather than research. For example, teachers often insist that students keep their ?????off the 
keyboard, even though research clearly indicates that looking at the keys is necessary for 
learning the keyboard [14, 15]. Another example is the belief that rhythm is necessary for fast 
typing. West cites abundant research, as far back as 1923, to show that "the best typing is 
least metronomic," and concludes that "there is no place whatever in typewriting instruction 
for so-called rhythm drills." However, Mavis Beacon included metronome practice at least 
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through 1999 [16] . 
Software included with a textbook published by McGraw-Hill has a highly sophisticated 
system to diagnose and remedy accuracy problems. It "analyzes and identifies 75 different 
types of possible misstrokes then prescribes specific, individualized drills to address each 
weakness" [17, 18]. It may be assumed that given the large investment required to develop 
such software, the publisher has a strong belief that such methods are useful. However, West 
cites a number of studies concluding that error analysis and corrective drills do not improve 
accuracy, and more recent research supporting such methods has not been found. Hence, 
developing such a feature should remain a very low priority until sufficiently supported by 
research. New software should not necessarily imitate existing software, regardless of its 
popularity. 
Software Review 
The goals of the software review were to identify common features of keyboarding software to 
aid in the development of requirements, to discover free software that could be extended or 
incorporated into a new product, and to compile a list of programs to facilitate the selection 
process in the event that a new product is unnecessary or not feasible. 
Software for personal keyboarding practice has existed about as long as the personal 
computer. Some examples are Microsoft Typing Tutor, which was introduced in December 
1979 for the TRS-80 [19], and Mavis Beacon, which was introduced in 1987 [20] and ran on 
the Commodore 64 [21] and the Apple II [22]. Today, there are dozens of programs available. 
Utah State Office of Education has rated over 125 different keyboarding programs [23]. 
In reaction to the many abuses of the proprietary software industry, many of the best 
software developers now write free software (free as in libre, not gratis), and the number of 
quality programs available as free software has rapidly increased. Free software is of partie-
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ular interest because anyone is free to download the source code and make improvements or 
modify it in any way [24]. Thus, any keyboarding program released as free software, even if 
it is not suited to the elementary classroom, may be extended to meet the requirements. 
SourceForge.net and FreshMeat.net list tens of thousands of open source software and 
free software projects2 . A search of the two sites returned 39 keyboarding projects. Of 
these, at least two were not free, three projects had not yet released any software, and four 
did not appear to offer an English version. Of the remaining 30, 11 were console-based 
(providing a fairly spartan user interface), and 19 had graphical user interfaces. One of the 
more sophisticated programs, KTouch [26], as well as a number of others, are not available 
in Windows. Four of the 30 were games only. The games and console-based programs were 
not reviewed. 
In general, the features offered by the free software reviewed were very limited. All 
offered very little practice material; after a few months a teacher would need to either 
enter nev: lessons or switch to another program. One exception to this is N-Type, which 
downloads BBC news articles on the fly [27]. However, N-Type does not offer a structured 
lesson format, nor is the source code available for modification. Even worse than the lack 
of practice material was thf' lack of instruction. Almost none of the programs provided 
explanations or demonstrations of any kind. The exception is HyperType, which displays a 
single sentence at the beginning of each new key lesson to explain which finger should be 
used [28]. 
None of the free software reviewed seemed to be designed for kids. They offered no 
variety to make learning fun and interesting, but presented only a single screen layout and a 
single type of practice. Their graphic user interfaces were very plain and unattractive. The 
few that offered games did not allow any teacher control of how frequently the student is 
2The terms "open source software" and "free software" represent two distinct philosophical approachE-s 
to software licensing [25]. The distinction is not prerequisite to an understanding of this paper but merely 
an acknowledgment of the diversity of licensing. 
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permitted to play them. Many display a keyboard on the screen, but the keyboard cannot 
be hidden by a teacher or lesson designer for certain lessons. Only HyperType displays a 
"shadow" of hands typing on the keyboard. 
It is assumed that in the school setting, a teacher needs some basic student progress 
information, but this functionality was largely lacking. TypeFaster [29] offers the only cen-
tralized teacher interface, allowing creation of different lesson sequences for different grades, 
but does not display any progress history. KTouch displays the best student progress graphs, 
but does not make it accessible to a teacher. To access the information, a teacher would 
need to go to each computer in the lab and log in to the operating system repeatedly for 
each student. 
In summary, the free software reviewed offered a few interesting features, but none seemed 
suited for the elementary classroom. HoweYer, the source code of some should be examined 
and the basic logic borrowed when a new program is df'veloped. 
An in-depth review of existing proprietary keyboarding software was not possible within 
the time constraints of this projf'ct. There are indexes and reviews available from a number 
of online sources, including Utah State Office of Education [23], SuperKids Educational 
Software Review [30], KnowPlay Educational Technologies [31], and TopTenREVIEWS [32, 
33]. A small sample was examined to identify common features. 
Unlike most free software, most of the proprietary programs were available only for 
the Microsoft Windows operating system. Of the sample reviewed, TypingMaster was the 
only commerdal program available for Linux [34) . A number of programs were Macintosh-
compatible. 
While many typing programs target personal use by adults, many are specifically designed 
for children and for classroom use. At least eight programs reviewed were intended for school 
use. Some of the management features they offered were: 
• Management of students by class 
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• Graphing and charting of student progress data 
• Importing and exporting of student names or progress data 
• Printing or exporting detailed or summary reports for an individual or for the class 
• Assignment of grades 
• Customization of lesson content 
• Control of the frequency of game playing 
• Adjustment of accuracy and speed goals 
The programs for younger students were quite graphics-intensive, with a look, feel, and 
vocabulary intended to make learning fun. Typical features included: 
• Practice material taken from children's stories, nursery rhymes, and fairy tales 
• A variety of games 
• Attractive, graphics-filled screens 
• Animated demonstrations of typing technique 
• Realistic on-screen keyboard with 3-D animated hands 
• Lessons presented as missions, challenges, or adventures 
In addition to keyboarding instruction software installable in the traditional way, a re-
spectable variety of online programs were discovered. The nineteen web sites reviewed varied 
widely in content, cost, and quality. Four of the sites contained mostly typing games and 
little instructional content. There are at least twenty different free typing games available 
online, with varying levels of qualitv and difficulty. Four of the nineteen sites required a paid 
subscription. 
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Quality varied dramatically. One site that purported to haYe lessons for all ages was 
crowded with banner advertisements for online dating web sites. On the other extreme, 
BBC's free (but not open-source) Dance Mat Typing teaches kids through an interface as 
interesting and fun as any off-line kid's program [35]. It covers the entire keyboard in 
a lively, varied, and interactive set of twelve lessons. While not free, Custom Solutions' 
Custom Typing Training also offers schools a program that is well-suited to kids [36]. Unlike 
Dance Mat, Custom Typing provides a class management interface for the teacher, with the 
usual progress graphs, reports, and lesson customization features. 
The online typing programs reviewed clearly demonstrated that web technologies such as 
Javascript and Adobe Flash are fully capable of delivering high-quality keyboarding lessons. 
Some of the benefits of using online programs are: 
• The program can be used on any r.omputer equipped with a web browser and Flash 
plug-in; no additional software needs to be installed 
• Students with internet access at home can practice at home 
• Software upgrades do not need to be distributed 
• Lesson designers can distribute new materials instantaneously 
In summary, a bewildering assortment of keyboarding software is available. Second, 
free software has not yet reached the level of development as has proprietary software, but 
a variety of functionality exists that could built upon or incorporated into new software. 
Finally, though the selection is still small, online programs are a viable and attractive option. 
Methods 
Several research methods were used to develop the requirements for a program that would be 
actually useful in the elementary classroom. Besides the literature and software review, the 
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following methods were used to gather data: several interviews with teachers and computer 
support, an ad hoc keyboarding curriculum committee organized by the Conference, and a 
survey conducted under the direction of that committee. 
The interviews were conducted to establish a context for the rest of the research. The 
six participants were: a 5th-8th grade teacher from a school of 23 students (school A); a 6th 
grade teacher, a school secretary and parent, and a principal from a school of 98 students 
(school B); an education technology director and teacher from a school of 435 students (school 
C); and a computer specialist who supports a large number of the Conference's elementary 
schools. 
The teachers, secretary and principal were asked questions to ascertain the following: 
the level of emphasis placed on keyboarding, what grades receive keyboarding instruction, 
the methodology employed, the level of success experienced by teachers and students, and 
any specific difficulties encountered. The computer specialist was questioned regarding some 
the specifics of what technology was available in school computer labs, frustrations observed 
or expressed by teachers about keyboarding software, and specific shortcomings of software 
currently in use. 
Not long after the commencement of this project, the researcher was appointed by the 
Georgia-Cumberland Conference Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Committee to 
serve on an ad hoc Keyboarding Curriculum Committee. The purpose of the committee is 
to select or create a keyboarding curriculum for the schools operated by the Conference. 
Other members of the committee included the Conference's three Regional Directors, an 
Assistant Professor of the School of Computing at Southern Adventist University, and six 
principals and teachers. One of the teachers is also a member of the North American Division 
K-12 Technology and Distance Education Committee and is involved in the Southern Union 
Educational Technology Association. Each teacher had experience teaching keyboarding. 
At its first meeting, the committee voted to survey the principals and teachers of the Con-
9 
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ference schools, and to assign the task of developing the instrument and analyzing the results 
to the author of this paper. The basic purpose of the survey was to identify what programs 
are being used and to discover what program components teachers find most useful or de-
sirable. Electronic mail (email) was chosen as the medium because teachers are accustomed 
to it as the primary means of communication with the Conference administration. 
After review by two professors of the School of Computing, the survey was sent to the 
members of the committee for further review. The chair of the committee approved the 
survey and sent it via email to each of the Conference's 156 elementary teachers. The 
note accompanying the survey requested that the teachers respond bv replying to the email 
within a week. The chair of the committee v:ould subsequently forward the responses to the 
researcher for tabulation and analysis. 
The survey instrument consisted of twenty questions presented in an easy-to-read format. 
An introductory note explained briefly the goals of the committee, the purpose of the survey, 
and that teachers not involved in keyboarding instruction need not respond. These types of 
items were included: 
• A question asking what grades the teacher teaches, to set a context for the other 
responses. 
• Three questions about the amount of time students spend in keyboarding, and any 
reasons why they are not able to spend as much time as the teacher desires, and the 
importance of keyboarding relative to other subjects. The purpose was to determine 
appropriate lesson length and explore the possibility that shortcomings result from the 
low priority given to keyboarding rather than deficiencies in keyboarding software. 
• Two questions about the style of keyboarding instruction-whether students progressed 
at their own rate or with the class, and whether students practiced concurrently or at 
various times of the day. Responses could have a large impact on curriculum structure. 
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• A multiple-choice question about the operating system used on the school's computers, 
to determine what technologies should be used in software designed. 
• One question that asked what printed material, if any, the teacher uses, primarily 
to ascertain whether teachers are combining textbook material with software-based 
instruction. 
• Six questions regarding keyboarding software currently used-its name, desire to re-
place it, the level of satisfaction, and specific features found useful and shortcomings 
found frustrating. The results could be used to develop requirements or as reviews of 
existing software. 
• Three questions about how progress is monitored and problem areas discovered, to 
determine what software should accommodate. 
• A list of 15 keyboarding software features. Respondents were asked to imagine that 
they were designing a new keyboarding program and mark the features as essential, 
useful but not critical, or unnecessary. Responses will guide in the prioritization of 
software requirements. 
Taken together, these research methods form the basis for software development. They 
support an understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of the classroom environment, 
the nature of the problem from the eyes of the teacher, and the way they will interact with 
the software. 
Results 
Despite the informal nature of the interviews conducted, they provide important insight into 
several practical aspects of the problem. 
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Even in the small sample interviewed, the amount of time spent teaching keyboarding 
varied substantially. In one school, keyboarding instruction takes place in a time period as 
short as 10 minutes, while at another, keyboarding class may last up to one hour. Thus. 
lessons must be either quite short or be interruptible. For schools with long periods, the 
amount of variety in material will be more critical, as attention must be maintained for up 
to 40 minutes of software-based instruction. 
All teachers interviewed pointed out that students do a significant amount of typing out-
side of keyboarding class. For example, interviewees from school B said that computers were 
integrated into the rest of the curriculum, and that students often used word processing and 
presentation software to complete assignments. The interviewee from school C encourages 
parents to purchase typing software so that their kids can practice at home. Develop?rs 
should consider creating software to monitor typing in other programs and design software 
that can be accessed both from home and school. 
Two schools do not have an in-house computer expert and had recently experienced 
major disruptions in the availability of their computer labs. The result was that for a few 
months, no keyboarding was taught at all. In the words of one teacher, "I'm not computer 
savvy enough to know what to do when something goes wrong." \Vhen computers "die," 
students may have to begin again at lesson one. The same teacher said that she had not 
been using the keyboarding software because there was not a shortcut for it on the desktop. 
Software should be extremely robust and reliable, and all aspects of installation and use should 
be simple enough for a computer illiterate. Again, consider online software that can access 
student status from any location, and that requires no installation. 
None of the teachers expressed any major frustrations with the software they currently 
use. Schools A and B use Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing for the upper grades. One teacher 
noted that Mavis Beacon does not limit game playing, and unless carefully watched, some 
students v:ill avoid completing lessons. Schools A and C use separate programs for third 
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and fourth grades which are better suited to younger students. School B does not currently 
teach keyboarding below fifth grade. Unless it is remarkably good or inexpensive, teachers 
may not have any motivation to switch to a new program. Software must keep students on 
track and be adaptable to the age of the student. 
The teachers at schools A and B pointed out that there exist Yery large gaps of proficiency 
among their students. One teacher stated that some had learned how to type previously, 
and novt attain speeds of up to 60 wpm, while others struggle at 15 wpm. School C, which 
is larger and has alternate activities available, allows students to take a mastery test. Those 
who pass at 35 wpm do not have to continue in keyboarding. Software must have appropriate 
lesson material for students of all proficiency levels. 
The teacher at school C heavily emphasized teacher involvement. The teacher should 
carefully observe students so they do not form bad habits. Keyboarding software cannot 
detect habits such as using the wrong key. Above all, students need abundant encouragement 
and praise. Software should display frequent reminders of technique. Also, the software should 
set attainable goals and congratulate the student upon their completion. 
According to the support specialist, five Conference schools operate Linux on the desktop, 
and almost every school has a Linux server. He pointed out that Mavis Beacon is used in most 
of the schools, despite the fact that it lacks a number of critical class management features. 
Most of the features he mentioned are included in a number of Windows-based programs 
reviewed, but not in any Linux-based programs. However, he suggested one feature not 
found in any program reviewed: network-based activities for full-class participation. 
At the time of this writing, the keyboarding committee had met only once, and little 
new data was collected. Of some interest was a draft copy of "Keyboard and Computer 
Literacy Suggestions for Consideration" under development by the Southern Union. It 
3The Southern Union Conference is an administrative division of the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
including Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, the Carolinas, and Tennessee. 
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outlines curriculum requirements and may be useful for developing lesson sets. 
Perhaps the most critical fact revealed at the committee was that while the Southern 
Union has set a formal standard to be reached by students completing eighth grade (30 wpm 
and <1 epm), and required that wpm be reported on student progress reports, no further 
guidelines or recommendations of any sort are available to teachers. It should thus be well 
noted that any solution focused solely on software will likely have little impact. 
Unfortunately, by the time of this writing only 12 survey responses had been received. 
Further changes to the requirements may be made as more responses are tabulated. Though 
the sample is insufficient to represent the population, some observations were made. 
Four of the respondents teach in schools with 80-100 students, while the remaining eight 
respondents teach in schools with an average of less than 12 students. Half report barriers 
to teaching as a result of an insufficient number of computers or other computer problems. 
Two thirds report that students practice keyboarding separately at various times during the 
day instead of concurrently as a class. 
Half use l\favis Beacon, while none use printed material. Surprisingly, a teacher from one 
of the larger schools uses http: I /freetypinggame. net/ and is Yery satisfied. Contrary to 
the premise of this paper, all but one responded indicating a high level of satisfaction with 
the software currently in use. 
The most popular program features were: 
• Automatically detect a student's problem areas and assign drills accordingly. 
• Provide the teacher with convenient access to meaningful progress information for all 
students. 
• Show a keyboard with hands on the screen. 
The least popular were: 
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• Frequently remind students of proper posture and technique using pictures or video. 
• Track typing in other programs (such as Microsoft Word) and provide additional train-
ing for difficult ke:vs and words. 
• Allow the teacher to create custom lessons and drills. 
Discussion 
Each research component proYided information which aided in the formation of the require-
ments. Initial requirements were written based on the features of software reviewed and 
observations from interviews. These requirements were then refined and prioritized based 
on findings from the literature review and teacher survey. 
Contrary to an assumption of this project, teachers seem fairly satisfied with the soft-
ware they are currently using. Also, for schools using Microsoft Windows, there arc many 
high-quality keyboarding programs available. However, quality elementary keyboarding soft-
ware for Linux is virtuall:v nonexistent. Schools using Linux may choose from the very few 
decent online programs, but unless teachers are satisfied with these, the Conference should 
commission the development of a new program. 
Regardless of whether new software is developed, the Conference should publish a list of 
recommended software. Teachers, especially those in smaller schools, do not have time for 
such research. If a new program is not created, the Conference should consider purchasing 
volume licenses of seYeral programs to make them more affordable to small schools. 
A feasibility analysis should precede the decision to create new software. The develop-
ment of high-quality software is labor-intensive; the credits page for Type to Learn 3 lists 
over 35 developers, including graphic designers, artists, writers, editors, sound engineers, 
and software engineers [37]. Southern Adventist University students may provide thP. least 
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expensive labor available for the project. The team would ideally be comprised of students 
studying elementary education, art, graphic design, animation, English, and computing. To 
attract participants, faculty should give students working on the project the opportunity to 
receive credit in required courses, or as an internship elective. In addition, the Conference 
could offer scholarships to team members who accomplish project objectives. Other develop-
ers and advisors should be recruited by contacting maintainers of open-source keyboarding 
projects and by launching an internet publicity campaign. 
To be successful, the lessons must be designed to integrate seamlessly into the Confer-
ence's keyboarding curriculum. To encourage adoption, the new software should be actively 
marketed to teachers and endorsed by superintendents. Also, a qualified instructor should 
conduct training workshops at teachers' and principals' meetings. 
Some questions that could be asked in further research include: 
• Are corrective drills based on error analysis effective in skill-building? 
• ·what specific types of practice (i.e. progressive, paced, sprints) are most effective? 
• What specific types of copy material (i.e. stories or random words, low or high syllabic 
intensity) are most effective? 
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